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William Congreve (1670-1729) 

 Mirabell wants to marry Millamant but her aunt, Lady Wishfort, will not give her consent. 
While Mirabell tries to convince Lady Wishfort to change her mind, a number of people do all they can 
to prevent the marriage. In the end, all objections are overturned and the lovers marry. Here, Mirabell 
and Millamant are talking about what their lives will be like if they get married, and Millamant sets 
out some conditions that she would like Mirabell to respect. 

from Act 4, Scene 5 of The Way of the World 

Any More Conditions? 

MILLAMANT. (…) I’ll lie abed  in a morning as long as I please. 1

MIRABELL. Then I’ll get up in a morning as early as I please. 

MILLAMANT. Ah, idle creature,  get up when you will. —and d’ye  hear? I won’t be called names after  2 3 4

 I’m married; positively  I won’t be called names. 5

MIRABELL. Names! 

MILLAMANT. Ay, as  wife, spouse, my dear, joy, jewel, love, sweetheart, and the rest of that nauseous  6

 cant,  in which men and their wives are so fulsomely  familiar—I shall never bear  that.— 7 8 9

 Good Mirabell, don’t let us be familiar or fond,  nor kiss before folks, like my Lady Fadler   10 11

 and Sir Francis; nor go to Hyde Park together the first Sunday in a new chariot,  to provoke  12

 eyes and whispers; and then never be seen there together again, as if we were proud of one  
 another the first week, and ashamed of one another ever after. Let us never visit together, nor  
 go to a play together, but let us be very strange  and well bred; let us be as strange as if we  13

 had been married a great while; and as well bred as if we were not married at all. 

 abed - in bed1

 idle creature - lazy person2

 will - want3

 d’ye - do you4

 positively - absolutely5

 Ay, as - Yes, like6

 nauseous cant - insincere talk7

 fulsomely - excessively8

 bear - accept, stand9

 don’t let us be familiar or fond - let us not behave in an affectionate way10

 Lady Fadler - her name suggests ‘Fondler’ (i.e. one who likes to fondle)11

 chariot - carriage12

 strange - reserved, detached13

-   -1 William Congreve
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MIRABELL. Have you any more conditions to offer? Hitherto  your demands are pretty reasonable. 14

MILLAMANT. Trifles —as  liberty to pay and receive visits to and from whom I please; to write and  15 16

 receive letters, without interrogatories or wry faces  on your part; to wear what I please; and  17

 choose conversation with regard only to my own taste;  to have no obligation upon me to  18

 converse with wits  that I don’t like, because they are your acquaintance;  or to be intimate  19 20

 with fools,  because they may be your relations.  Come to dinner when I please, dine in my  21 22

 dressing room when I’m out of humor,  without giving a reason. To have my closet  inviolate;  23 24

 to be sole empress of my tea table,  which you must never presume to approach without first 25

 asking leave.  And lastly, wherever I am, you shall always knock at the door before you come 26

 in. These articles subscribed,  if I continue to endure  you a little longer, I may by degrees  27 28 29

 dwindle into  a wife. 30

 hitherto - up to now14

 trifles - things of little importance15

 as - like16

 wry faces - expressions showing displeasure17

 to my own taste - that I like18

 wits - intelligent people19

 acquaintance - person that you know20

 intimate with fools - friendly with stupid people21

 relations - relatives, family members22

 out of humor - in a bad mood23

 closet - private room24

 to be sole empress of my tea table - to be left alone when I am having tea25

 asking leave - asking for permission26

 subscribed - accepted, agreed upon27

 endure - tolerate28

 by degrees - gradually29

 dwindle into - become, lowering or diminishing (myself) into30

-   -2 William Congreve
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WRITERS' GALLERY 

Although he was born in 
England, William Congreve 

was educated in Ireland, where his father had been posted by the 
army. He attended a prestigious grammar school and then he 
received his Master of Arts at Trinity College, Dublin. 
Congreve started writing at a very young age. While still in his teens 
he wrote a novel which won him the respect of many influential 
literary figures and allowed him to have his first play, The Old 

Bachelor (1693), performed at the Drury Lane Theatre in London. It 
was an immediate success, running for the then unprecedented 
length of two weeks. His next play, The Double Dealer, although now 
considered an improvement on his first work, was not so well 
received by the critics or audiences of the day. 
Although for Love (1695) and the tragedy The Mourning Bride 

(1697) were successes. The Way of the World (1700), later considered to be Congreve's masterpiece, 
was coolly received by the public and critics. Disappointed by the negative response, Congreve gave 
up playwriting at the early age of thirty. He spent the rest of his life holding some minor 
government positions and writing occasional poetry and librettos for several operas. He also 
translated the French playwright Moliere's Monsieur de Pourceaugnac. He was a very popular man and 
throughout his life was highly respected by other eminent literary figures. This allowed him to live 
mostly on his reputation and royalties from his plays. He died in 1729 in a carriage accident and was 
buried in the Poets' Corner of Westminster Abbey. 

WILLIAM CONGREVE 
(1670- 1729) 

WORKS 
William Congreve was a true master of comedy. He drew 
inspiration from a world he knew well: the fashionable, licentious 

and often amoral court of Charles II. 
Unlike other writers of the time, he did not create characters that were gross or farcical. His characters 
were refined men and women who talked wittily and displayed quick brains and a sharp sense of 
humour. Millamant in The Way of the World is a perfect example of Congreve's art: she is an 
exquisitely well-drawn character, a lady of fashion who displays her intelligence, humour and heart 
through her brilliant speeches. Congreve's work is witty and amusing but it also has a serious side. In 
The Double Dealer, Love For Love and particularly in The Way of the World, he criticises the class to 
which the play is addressed, accusing it of having lost the true value of love and replaced it with 
sexual excess. One of the reasons for the lack of success of The Way of the World may indeed have been 
that the theatre audience had gradually become aware that they were laughing at themselves. 

TASK 

Answer these questions. 

a. How old was Congreve when he started his 
literary career? 

b . Which one of his plays is considered to be his 
masterpiece? 

c. Why were Congreve's characters different from 
those commonly found in contemporary plays? 

d . What are the main themes in Congreve's plays? 

e. Which of the following describe Congreve's 
dialogues? 
• Witty • Moralistic 
• Clever • Entertaining 
• Everyday • Intelligent 
• Brilliant • Philosophical 
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Alexander Pope (1688-1744) 

 Alexander Pope’s massive literary output included much-admired translations of both the Iliad 
and the Odyssey but his most famous poem is about a bizarre domestic incident. When one of his 
friends, Lord Petre, cut off a lock of Miss Arabella Fermor’s hair, Belinda in the poem, their two families 
started a feud. To defuse the tension he wrote The Rape of the Lock, which made fun of the incident. 

from the first canto of The Rape of the Lock 

Beauty Puts on all its Arms 

     And now, unveil'd,  the Toilet stands display'd,   31 32

Each Silver Vase in mystic Order laid.  
First, rob'd  in White, the Nymph  intent adores,  33 34

With Head uncover'd, the Cosmetic Pow'rs.  
A heav'nly Image in the Glass appears,  
To that she bends, to that her Eyes she rears;   35

Th' inferior Priestess,  at her Altar's side,  36

Trembling,  begins the sacred Rites of Pride.  37

Unnumber'd  Treasures ope  at once, and here  38 39

The various Off'rings of the World appear;  
From each she nicely culls with curious Toil,   40

And decks  the Goddess with the glitt'ring Spoil.   41 42

This casket India's glowing Gems unlocks,   43

And all Arabia breathes  from yonder Box.  44

The Tortoise here and Elephant unite,  
Transform'd to Combs, the speckled  and the white.  45

Here Files of Pins  extend their shining Rows,  46

 unveil’d - uncovered31

 Toilet stands display’d - dressing table stands in all its glory32

 rob’d - dressed33

 Nymph - Belinda34

 rears - raises35

 inferior Priestess - the servant girl36

 Trembling - shivering with excitement37

 Unnumber'd - countless38

 ope - open39

 culls with curious Toil - choose carefully40

 decks - decorates41

 glitt'ring Spoil - shining products42

 This casket India's glowing Gems unlocks - this box (“casket”) reveals (“unlocks”) the treasures of India43

 breathes - emanates perfume44

 speckled - with spots (made from tortoise shell)45

 Files of Pins - rows of hairpins46

-   -3 Alexander Pope
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Puffs, Powders, Patches, Bibles, Billet-doux.   47

Now awful Beauty puts on all its Arms;  
The Fair each moment rises in her Charms,   48

Repairs her Smiles, awakens ev'ry Grace,  
And calls forth all the Wonders of her Face;  
Sees by Degrees  a purer Blush  arise,  49 50

And keener Lightnings quicken  in her Eyes.  51

The busy Sylphs  surround their darling Care;  52

These set the Head, and those divide the Hair,  
Some fold the Sleeve, whilst others plait the Gown;   53

And Betty's  prais'd for labours not her own.  54

—————————— 

 Alexander’s Pope philosophical poem, An Essay on Man, is generally accepted by enlightened 
minds throughout Europe. In it Pope gives memorable expression to ideas about the nature of the 
universe and human’s place in it, ideas on which eighteenth-century optimism rested. 

from An Essay on Man 

 I. Say first, of God above, or man below,  
What can we reason, but from what we know?  
Of man what see we, but his station here,  
From which to reason, or to which refer?  
Through worlds unnumber'd though the God be known,  
'Tis ours to trace him only in our own.  
He, who through vast immensity can pierce,  
See worlds on worlds compose one universe,  
Observe how system into system runs,  
What other planets circle other suns,  
What varied being peoples ev'ry star,  
May tell why Heav'n has made us as we are.  
But of this frame the bearings, and the ties,  
The strong connections, nice dependencies,  
Gradations just, has thy pervading soul  
Look'd through? or can a part contain the whole?  

 Billet-doux - love letters47

 The Fair each moment rises in her Charms - the lady becomes more beautiful48

 by Degrees - grdually49

 purer Blush - better-looking red color50

 keener Lightnings quicken - more sparkling light appears51

 Sylphs - guardian angels52

 plait the Gown - fold the dress53

 Betty - the servant girl54

-   -4 Alexander Pope
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 Is the great chain,  that draws all to agree,  55

And drawn supports, upheld by God, or thee?  

(…) 

 III. Heav'n from all creatures hides the book of Fate,  
All but the page prescrib'd, their present state:  
From brutes what men, from men what spirits know:  
Or who could suffer being here below?  
The lamb thy riot dooms to bleed today,  
Had he thy reason, would he skip and play?  
Pleas'd to the last, he crops the flow'ry food,  
And licks the hand just rais'd to shed his blood.  
Oh blindness to the future! kindly giv'n,  
That each may fill the circle mark'd by Heav'n:  
Who sees with equal eye, as God of all,  
A hero perish, or a sparrow fall,  
Atoms or systems  into ruin hurl'd,  56

And now a bubble burst, and now a world.  

 Hope humbly then; with trembling pinions soar;  
Wait the great teacher Death; and God adore!  
What future bliss, he gives not thee to know,  
But gives that hope to be thy blessing now.  
Hope springs eternal in the human breast:  
Man never is, but always to be blest:  
The soul, uneasy and confin'd from home,  
Rests and expatiates in a life to come.  

 Lo! the poor Indian, whose untutor'd mind  
Sees God in clouds, or hears him in the wind;  
His soul, proud Science never taught to stray  
Far as the solar walk, or milky way;  
Yet simple Nature to his hope has giv'n,  
Behind the cloud-topt hill, an humbler heav'n;  
Some safer world in depth of woods embrac'd,  
Some happier island in the wat'ry waste,  
Where slaves once more their native land behold,  
No fiends torment, no Christians thirst for gold.  
To be, contents his natural desire,  
He asks no angel's wing, no seraph's fire;  
But thinks, admitted to that equal sky,  
His faithful dog shall bear him company.  

 the great chain - the chain of being55

 systems - solar systems56

-   -5 Alexander Pope
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 IV. Go, wiser thou! and, in thy scale of sense  
Weigh thy opinion against Providence;  
Call imperfection what thou fanciest such,  
Say, here he gives too little, there too much:  
Destroy all creatures for thy sport or gust,   57

Yet cry, if man's unhappy, God's unjust;  
If man alone engross not Heav'n's high care,  
Alone made perfect here, immortal there:  
Snatch from his hand the balance and the rod,  
Rejudge his justice, be the God of God.  

 In pride, in reas'ning pride, our error lies;  
All quit their sphere, and rush into the skies.  
Pride still is aiming at the blest abodes,  
Men would be angels, angels would be gods.  
Aspiring to be gods, if angels fell,  
Aspiring to be angels, men rebel:  
And who but wishes to invert the laws  
Of order, sins against th' Eternal Cause.  

 gust - taste (i.e. for eating)57

-   -6 Alexander Pope
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WRITERS' GALLERY 

LIFE AND WORKS 

ALEXANDER POPE 
(1688- 1744) 

Early years Alexander Pope 
was born in London in 1688, 

the only son of a cloth merchant . At the age of twelve he 
suffered from tubercolosis of the bone, which stunted his growth 
and left him deformed and sickly for the rest of his life. Because 
his family was Catholic he could not attend public schools or go 
to university, so he was largely self-educated. He based his 
studies on the Classics and French and Italian authors. 

Writing career From a very early age he showed a gift for 
writing. When he was just sixteen years old he wrote his 
Pastorals (1709) , which were based on classical models and 
showed his skill in using poetic metre. In his twenties he wrote 
Essay on Criticism (1711), based on Horace's Ars Poetica, where he 

' ' sets out his principles for writing poetry. 

Written while he was still in his mid-twenties, The Rape of the Lock (1712-1714) is a masterpiece of 
the mock-heroic*. It concerns the quarrel between two families caused by Lord Petre's cutting a love-
lock from the head of Arabella Fermor, Belinda in the poem. It is a playful poem full of paradoxes*, 

witty observations and humorous epic allusions. It makes fun of the fatuous upper-class society it 
depicts and shows Pope's unrivalled mastery of the heroic couplet*. The Rape of the Lock established 
Pope's reputation in literary circles. He became friends with Jonathan Swift and, together with some 
other leading literary figures, they formed the 'Scriblerus Club' to discuss topics of contemporary 
interest and to ridicule all false tastes in learning. In 1720 he completed a translation of Homer's 
Illiad, and his translation of The Odyssey, which appeared in 1726, gave him financial independence. 
He was one of the first poets to become economically self-sufficient through his poetry, and he was 
widely recognised as the leading man of letters of his day. 

The Dunciad (1728) is Pope's most celebrated satire. It is written in the mock-heroic style and is an 
attack on the author's literary rivals, critics and enemies, who are grouped together and called 
'Dulness'. In it Pope describes the triumph of banality (Dulness), which takes over all the arts, 
sciences, the theatre and the court and leads the world to cultural chaos and artistic bankruptcy. 
Pope spent the last years of his life in Twickenham outside London, where he led a largely reclusive 
life. In later years his health declined and he became physically dependent on others. He died in 
1744. 

Reputation Alexander Pope was the most celebrated poet of the early part of the eighteenth 
century. In the second half of the century he fell out of favour, as tastes began to change and his 
sophisticated poetry was considered to lack feeling. He did not appeal to readers again until the 
beginning of the twentieth century, when once more his wit and technical ability found an 
appreciative public. 

TASK 

Prepare a short report on Pope following the outline: 
education health precocious artistic talent 
different poetic forms reputation 
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Daniel Defoe (ca. 1660-1731) 

 When he was nearly sixty years of age, Daniel Defoe set about writing what is now regarded as 
the first novel in the English language. He based the adventures of Robinson Crusoe in the true story of 
Alexander Selkirk, who had lived alone on an uninhabited island for five years between 1704 and 
1709. When it first came out, the novel was a huge success and even today the challenge of surviving 
alone in a hostile environment without the comforts and facilities that civilization provides is a theme 
which attracts thousands of readers. 
 Robinson Crusoe is the only survivor of a shipwreck. He manages to salvage some equipment 
and takes it onto the desert island. He is very practical and resourceful, and manages to build a house, 
domesticate goats and cultivate crops. When a group of cannibals comes onto the island, he frightens 
them off and rescue one of their intended victims. He gives him the name Friday and tries to civilize 
him. After twenty-eight years of total isolation from the rest of the world, an English ship rescues 
Robinson and takes him home. 

from Robinson Crusoe 

Evil and Good 

After about two weeks on the island, Robinson tries to make sense of what has happened to him and argues 
that although he is in desperate situation, it could be worse. 

 I now began to consider seriously my Condition, and the Circumstance I was reduc’d to, and I 
drew up the State of my Affairs in Writing, not so much to leave them to any that were to come after 
me, for I was likely to have but  few Heirs, as to deliver my Thoughts from daily poring upon them, 58

and afflicting my Mind;  and as my Reason began now to master my Despondency,  I began to 59 60

comfort my self as well as I could, and to set the Good against the Evil, that I might have something to 
distinguish my Case from worse,  and I stated very impartially, like Debtor and Creditor, the Comforts 61

I enjoy’d, against the Miseries I suffer’d, Thus,  62

Evil. 
I am cast upon a horrible desolate Island, void of  63

all hope of Recovery. 

I am singl’d out and separated, as it were,  from 64

all the World, to be miserable. 

Good. 
But I am alive, and not drown’d as all my Ship’s 
Company was. 

But I am singl’d out too from all the Ship’s Crew 
to be spar’d from Death; and He that miraculously 
sav’d me from Death, can deliver  me from this 65

Condition. 

 I was likely to have but - I would probably have only58

 as to deliver my thoughts from daily poring upon them, and afflicting my mind - but to stop thinking and worrying about them all the time59

 despondency - depression60

 to distinguish my case from worse - to compare my situation with a worse situation61

 thus - in this way62

 void of - without63

 as it were - in a way64

 deliver - save65

-   -7 Daniel Defoe
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I am divided from Mankind, a Solitaire, one 
banish’d from humane  Society. 66

I have no Clothes to cover me. 

I am without any Defence or Means to resist any 
Violence of Man or Beast. 

I have no Soul to speak to, or relieve  me. 67

But I am not starv’d  and perishing  on a barren 68 69

Place, affording no Sustenance.  70

But I am in a hot Climate, where if I had Clothes I 
could hardly wear them. 

But I am cast  on an Island, where I see no wild 71

Beasts to hurt me, as I saw on the Coast of Africa: 
And what if I had been Shipwreck’d there? 

But God wonderfully sent the Ship in near enough 
to the Shore, that I have got out as many 
necessary things as will either supply my Wants,  72

or enable me to supply my self even as long as I 
live.  

 Upon the whole, here was an undoubted Testimony,  that there was scarce  any Condition in 73 74

the World so miserable, but there was something Negative or something Positive to be thankful for in it; 
and let this stand as a Direction  from the Experience of the most miserable of all Conditions in this 75

World, that we may always find in it something to comfort our selves from, and to set in the 
Description of Good and Evil, on the Credit Side of the Accompt.  76

 Having now brought my Mind a little to relish  my Condition, and given over  looking out to 77 78

Sea to see if I could spy  a Ship, I say, giving over these things, I began to apply my self to 79

accommodate  my way of Living, and to make things as easy to me as I could. 80

 humane - human66

 relieve - help67

 starv’d- with no food68

 perishing - dying69

 affording no sustenance - which has no food70

 cast - abandoned71

 supply my wants - give me what I need72

 here was an undoubted testimony - this was an example73

 scarce - hardly74

 direction - an example to follow in the future75

 accompt - account76

 relish - enjoy77

 given over - stopped78

 spy - see79

 accommodate - make comfortable80

-   -8 Daniel Defoe
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Civilizing Friday 

Robinson and Friday return to the place where, the previous day, Robinson had rescued Friday from his 
fellow cannibals. 

 (…) I kept  there with him all that Night; but as soon as it was Day, I beckon’d to  him to 81 82

come with me, and let him know, I would give him some Cloaths,  at which he seem’d very glad, for 83

he was stark  naked: As we went by the Place where he had bury’d the two Men, he pointed exactly to 84

the Place, and shew’d  me the Marks that he had made to find them again, making Signs to me, that 85

we should dig them up again, and eat them; at this I appear’d very angry, express’d my Abhorrence  of 86

it, made as if I would vomit at the Thoughts of it, and beckon’d with my Hand to him to come away, 
which he did immediately, with great Submission. I then led him up to the Top of the Hill, to see if his 
Enemies were gone; and pulling out my Glass,  I look’d, and saw plainly  the Place where they had 87 88

been, but no appearance of them, or their Canoes; so that it was plain they were gone, and had left 
their two Comrades behind them, without any search after them. 

 But I was not content with this Discovery; but having now more Courage, and consequently 
more Curiosity, I takes  my Man Friday with me, giving him the Sword in his Hand, with the Bow and 89

Arrows at his Back, which I found he could use very dexterously,  making him carry one Gun for me, 90

and I two for my self, and away we march’d to the Place where these Creatures had been; for I had a 
Mind now to get some fuller Intelligence  of them: When I came to the Place, my very Blood ran 91

chill  in my Veins, and my Heart sunk within me, at the Horror of the Spectacle: Indeed it was a 92

dreadful Sight, at least it was so to me; though Friday made nothing of it: The Place was cover’d with 
humane Bones, the Ground dy’d  with their Blood, and great Pieces of Flesh left here and there, half 93

eaten, mangl’d and scorch’d;  and in short, all the Tokens  of the triumphant Feast they had been 94 95

making there, after a Victory over their Enemies; I saw three Skulls, five Hands, and the Bones of three 
or four Legs and Feet, and abundance of other Parts of the Bodies; and Friday, by his Signs, made me 
understand, that they brought over four Prisoners to feast upon; that three of them were eaten up, and 
that he, pointing to himself, was the fourth: That there had been a great Battle between them, and 

 kept - stayed81

 beckon’d to - gestured82

 cloaths - clothes83

 stark - completely84

 shew’d - showed85

 abhorrence - disgust86

 glass - telescope87

 plainly - clearly88

 takes - took89

 dexterously - skillfully90

 get some fuller intelligence - know more91

 chill - cold92

 dy’d - colored93

 mangl’d and scorch’d - twisted and burnt94

 tokens - signs95

-   -9 Daniel Defoe
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their next King,  whose Subjects it seems he had been one of; and that they had taken a great Number 96

of Prisoners; all which were carry’d to several Places by those that had taken them in the Fight, in 
order to feast upon them, as was done here by these Wretches  upon those they brought hither.  97 98

 I caus’d Friday to gather all the Skulls, Bones, Flesh, and whatever remain’d, and lay them 
together on a Heap,  and make a great Fire upon it, and burn them all to Ashes. I found Friday had 99

still a hankering  Stomach after some of the Flesh, and was still a Cannibal in his Nature; but I 100

discover’d  so much Abhorrence at the very Thoughts of it, and at the least Appearance of it; that he 101

durst not discover it;  for I had by some Means let him know, that I would kill him if he offer’d  it. 102 103

 When he had done this, we came back to our Castle, and there I fell to work for my Man 
Friday; and first of all, I gave him a pair of Linnen Drawers,  which I had out of the poor Gunner’s 104

Chest  I mention’d, which I found in the Wreck;  and which with a little Alteration fitted him very 105 106

well; then I made him a Jerkin  of Goat’s-skin, as well as my Skill would allow; and I was now grown 107

a tollerable  good Taylor;  and I gave him a Cap, which I made of Hare-skin, very convenient, and 108 109

fashionable enough; and thus he was cloath’d for the present, tollerably well; and was mighty well  110

pleas’d to see himself almost as well cloath’d as his Master. It is true, he went awkwardly in these 
Things at first; wearing the Drawers was very awkward to him, and the Sleeves of the Wastcoat  111

gall’d  his Shoulders, and the inside of his Arms; but a little easing them where he complain’d they 112

hurt him, and using himself to  them, at length he took to them  very well. 113 114

 next king - neighboring king96

 wretches - evil people97

 hither - here98

 heap - one on top of the other99

 hankering - hungry100

 discover’d - showed101

 he durst not discover it - he was afraid to say or show it102

 offer’s - tried103

 linnen drawers - linen underpants104

 gunner’s chest - on the ship, Robinson had found some clothes in a box that belonged to one of his shipmates105

 wreck - the ship106

 jerkin - sleeveless jacket107

 tollerable - tolerable, acceptable, fairly good108

 taylor - tailor109

 mighty well - very110

 wastcoat - waistcoat, jacket111

 gall’d - rubbed against and hurt112

 using himself to - getting (himself) used to113

 at length he took to them - eventually he liked them114

-   -10 Daniel Defoe
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 The next Day after I came home to my Hutch  with him, I began to consider where I should 115

lodge him,  and that I might do well for him, and yet be perfectly easy  my self; (…) But I needed 116 117

none of all this Precaution; for never Man had a more faithful, loving, sincere Servant, than Friday was 
to me; without Passions, Sullenness  or Designs,  perfectly oblig’d and engag’d;  his very 118 119 120

Affections were ty’d  to me, like those of a Child to a Father; and I dare say he would have sacrific’d 121

his Life for the saving mine, upon any occasion whatsoever; the many Testimonies  he gave me of 122

this, put it out of doubt, and soon convinc’d me, that I needed to use no Precautions, as to my Safety 
on his Account.  123

 hutch - shelter115

 lodge him - find a place for him to live116

 be perfectly easy - feel safe117

 sullenness - silent displeasure or anger118

 designs - secret plans119

 oblig’d and engag’d - grateful and interested in what he was doing120

 ty’d - tied, linked121

 testimonies - examples122

 on his account - because of him123

-   -11 Daniel Defoe
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mNsmsfmm W R I T E R S ' G A L L E R Y 

Family background and 

education Little is known 
about the personal life of Daniel Defoe. Even his date of birth is 
not certain because his father, a Protestant Dissenter, did not 
accept the authority of the State Church and refused to register 
his son's birth. We do know, however, that Daniel Foe - he later 
changed his name to the more fashionable Defoe - was born in 
London, probably in September 1660. In his early years Defoe 
attended a school for Dissenters, where he got a solid education. 
When he finished his studies he went into trade and travelled 
extensively in Europe. 

DANIEL DEFOE 
(16607- 1731) 

Career On his return to England he got married and 
established himself as a hosiery merchant. After the failure of his 
business he turned to writing to earn money. He was deeply 

interested in politics and wrote pamphlets and essays on the political issues of the day. His writings 
were often critical of political institutions and the established Church; as a result of some of the 
opinions he expressed he was arrested and spent time in prison. 
Throughout his life Defoe was fascinated by trade and got involved in a number of mercantile 
projects. However, most of his business ventures failed and he found himself in financial difficulty. 
A helping hand came from Robert Harley, the leader of the Tory party, who offered him a job as a 
secret agent for the government. Harley also helped him to set up his own journal, The Review, on 
the condition that in his writings he would not attack the government. 

Later years When he was sixty years old Defoe turned to novel-writing, and in 1719 he produced 
his masterpiece, Robinson Crusoe. The next five years saw the appearance of four more novels and a 
pseudo-factual account of London during the plague, A Journal of the Plague Year. In 1724 he 
published a guide book in three volumes based on his travels around Britain, in which he gave a 
detailed description of Britain in the early part of the eighteenth century. He died in 1731. 

WORKS 
Early writings Daniel Defoe was a prolific writer. His earliest 
writings were political and largely consisted of pamphlets, essays 

and articles for journals. He was well respected as a satirist and his satirical pamphlet The Shortest 

Way with the Dissenters won him great popularity. In it Defoe, a Dissenter himself, demanded the 
extermination of Dissenters, exaggerating and ridiculing views held by the State Church. He was 
fined, imprisoned and pilloried for the work. While in prison he wrote the poem Hymn to the Pillory, 

a mock-Pindaric ode* which was sold in the streets to his many supporters. 

Fiction It was not until late in his literary career that Defoe turned to writing prose fiction. He had 
read of the adventures of a sailor, Alexander Selkirk, who had been put ashore on the desert island of 
Juan Fernandez in the Pacific Ocean, where he survived for five years before being rescued. Defoe 
used Selkirk's story as the basis for his fictional work Robinson Crusoe. At the time when Defoe was 
writing, the public demand was for fact-based writings such as diaries, travel journals, biographies 
and letters. Fiction was viewed with suspicion by the Puritan middle-class readers, as it was 
considered to be a form of lying. Defoe found a way around this prejudice: he presented his work as 
a true story based on real events. He also made a direct appeal to Puritan readers by including moral 
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TASK 

Cross out the false statements. 
a. Defoe's literary career started out with political 

pamphlets, essays and press articles. 
b. Defoe gained a reputation as a satirist. 
c. The Shortest Way with the Dissenters is a 

pamphlet suggesting a quick way of getting rid 
of Protestant Dissenters. 

d. Hymn to the Piilory is a satirical mock-Pindaric ode. 
e. Defoe used the diary of a sailor, Alexander 

Selkirk, as a basis for an epic poem. 

f. Defoe wrote a novel that met the demand for 
fact-based writings. 

g. The Puritans did not receive the work well 
because of its immoral content. 

h. After Robison Crusoe Defoe wrote four more 
novels which have completely different 
features. 

i. Defoe's characters fight against difficulties by 
placing great faith in Cod and in their own 
resources. 

The poster for the film 
Moll Flanders (1996). 

ROBIN 
WRIGHT 
MORGAN 

FREEMAN 

STOCKARD 
CHANNING 

SansÄI;:; lessons in his work and showing that an 
ordinary man such as Robinson, who 
believed in God and in the principles of 
self-reliance and hard work, could 
overcome any obstacle. In this way, 
Robinson Crusoe became the model of the 
middle class, a self-made man convinced 
that Britain had a right and duty to bring 
civilisation to other parts of the world. 
Following the success of Robinson Crusoe 

Defoe wrote four more novels between 
1720 and 1724: Captain Singleton, Moll 

Flanders, Colonel Jack and Roxana. 

Features All of Defoe's novels share the 
same characteristics: 
• they are presented as memoirs or 

autobiographies and are narrated in the 
first person; 

• the setting is contemporary and realistic; 
• there is no real plot: the protagonist is presented in a chronological series of episodes; 
• the main character overcomes misfortune through self-reliance, hard work and belief in God; 
• each of the characters repents his evil actions and prays to God for salvation; 
• the prose style is plain yet powerfully effective. 
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Jonathan Swift (1667-1745) 

 Jonathan Swift was a complex character who showed how literature could be used to make 
man aware of his own society’s shortcomings. Read his proposals for the solution of the problem of 
child poverty in eighteen-century England. 

from A Modest Proposal 

For Preventing The Children of Poor People in Ireland 
From Being A Burden  to Their Parents or country, and 124

For Making Them Beneficial to The Public 

 It is a melancholy object to those who walk through this great town or travel in the country, 
when they see the streets, the roads, and cabin  doors, crowded with beggars of the female sex, 125

followed by three, four, or six children, all in rags and importuning every passenger for an alms.  126

These mothers, instead of being able to work for their honest livelihood, are forced to employ all their 
time in strolling  to beg sustenance for their helpless infants: who as they grow up either turn thieves 127

for want  of work, or leave their dear native country to fight for the Pretender  in Spain, or sell 128 129

themselves to the Barbadoes.  130

 I think it is agreed by all parties that this prodigious number of children in the arms, or on the 
backs, or at the heels of  their mothers, and frequently of their fathers, is in the present deplorable 131

state of the kingdom, a very great additional grievance;  and, therefore, whoever could find out a 132

fair, cheap, and easy method of making these children sound, useful members of the commonwealth, 
would deserve so well of the public as to have his statue set up for a preserver of the nation. 
(…) 
 There is likewise another great advantage in my scheme, that it will prevent those voluntary 
abortions, and that horrid practice of women murdering their bastard children, alas! too frequent 
among us! sacrificing the poor innocent babes I doubt more to avoid the expense than the shame,  133

which would move tears and pity in the most savage and inhuman breast. 

 The number of souls in this kingdom being usually reckoned  one million and a half, of these 134

I calculate there may be about two hundred thousand couple whose wives are breeders;  from which 135

 burden - problem, something too heavy to carry or bear124

 cabin - poor housings125

 an alms - money given to beggars126

 strolling - walking around127

 want - absence, lack128

 Pretender - James Stuart, son of James II (1688-1766)129

 Barbadoes - Barbados; many Irishmen emigrated to West Indies to escape poverty and starvation130

 at the heels of - following131

 grievance - problem132

 shame - moral discomfort133

 reckoned - calculated134

 breeders - able to have children135

-   -12 Jonathan Swift
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number I subtract thirty thousand couples who are able to maintain their own children, although I 
apprehend  there cannot be so many, under the present distresses  of the kingdom; but this being 136 137

granted,  there will remain a hundred and seventy thousand breeders. I again subtract fifty thousand 138

for those women who miscarry,  or whose children die by accident or disease within the year. There 139

only remains one hundred and twenty thousand children of poor parents annually born. The question 
therefore is, how this number shall be reared and provided for,  which, as I have already said, under 140

the present situation of affairs, is utterly  impossible… 141

(…) 
 I shall now therefore humbly propose my own thoughts, which I hope will not be liable  to 142

the least objection. 

 I have been assured by a very knowing American of my acquaintance  in London, that a 143

young healthy child well nursed is at a year old a most delicious, nourishing, and wholesome  food, 144

whether stewed,  roasted, baked, or boiled; and I make no doubt that it will equally serve in a 145

fricassee, or a ragout.  146

 I do therefore humbly offer it to public consideration that of the hundred and twenty thousand 
children already computed, twenty thousand may be reserved for breed,  whereof only one-fourth 147

part to be males; which is more than we allow to sheep, black cattle or swine; and my reason is, that 
these children are seldom the fruits of marriage, a circumstance not much regarded by our savages, 
therefore one male will be sufficient to serve four females. That the remaining hundred thousand may, 
at a year old, be offered in sale to the persons of quality and fortune through the kingdom; always 
advising the mother to let them suck plentifully in the last month, so as to render them plump and fat 
for a good table. A child will make two dishes at an entertainment for friends; and when the family 
dines alone, the fore or hind quarter  will make a reasonable dish, and seasoned with a little pepper 148

or salt will be very good boiled on the fourth day, especially in winter. 
(…) 
 I grant this food will be somewhat dear, and therefore very proper for landlords, who, as they 
have already devoured most of the parents, seem to have the best title  to the children. 149

 apprehend - think136

 distresses - difficult conditions137

 this being granted - even supposing that138

 miscarry - lose an unborn child139

 reared and provided for - maintained and taken care of140

 utterly - totally141

 liable - subject142

 of my acquaintance - that I know143

 wholesome - healthy144

 stewed - cooked in sauce145

 fricassee, or a ragout - meat dishes146

 for breed - to make more children147

 fore or hind quarter - front or back part148

 title - right149

-   -13 Jonathan Swift
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 Infant's flesh will be in season throughout the year, but more plentiful in March, and a little 
before and after; for we are told by a grave author, an eminent French physician, that fish being a 
prolific diet,  there are more children born in Roman Catholic countries about nine months after 150

Lent  than at any other seasons; therefore, reckoning a year after Lent, the markets will be more 151

glutted  than usual, because the number of popish  infants is at least three to one in this kingdom: 152 153

and therefore it will have one other collateral advantage, by lessening the number of papists among us. 
(…) 
 I profess, in the sincerity of my heart, that I have not the least personal interest in 
endeavoring  to promote this necessary work, having no other motive than the public good of my 154

country, by advancing our trade, providing for infants, relieving  the poor, and giving some pleasure 155

to the rich. I have no children by which I can propose to get a single penny; the youngest being nine 
years old, and my wife past child-bearing. 

—————————— 

 Gulliver’s Travels appeals to both children and adults for different reasons. Children are 
fascinated by the lone traveller who has adventure after adventure in strange lands peopled by tiny 
midgets, giants and talking horses. For an adult the book is a highly sarcastic and often funny 
condemnation of man’s ignorance, cruelty and pride. 
 On being shipwrecked, Lemuel Gulliver swims to the island of Lilliput. He is amazed to find 
that all the inhabitants are no more than six inches (13 cm) tall. He then travels to other strange 
places, including Brobdingnag, a land of giants, before ending his adventures among the Houyhnhnms, 
a sophisticated and highly intelligent race of horses. 

from Gulliver’s Travels 

The Benefits of Gunpowder 

Here, Gulliver explains to the king of Brobdingnag how people in Europe use gunpowder, and offers to help 
make it for him. 

TRAVELS PARTS II 
A Voyage to Brobdingnag 

Chapter 7 

 (…)But, great allowances should be given to a King who lives wholly secluded from the rest of 
the world, and must therefore be altogether unacquainted with the manners and customs that most 

 a prolific diet - food that encourages conception150

 Lent - forty days before Easter, when Catholics are not supposed to eat meat151

 glutted - full to excess152

 popish - Catholic153

 endeavoring - trying154

 relieving - helping155
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prevail in other nations:  the want  of which knowledge will ever  produce many prejudices, and a 156 157 158

certain narrowness of thinking, from which we and the politer countries of Europe are wholly 
exempted.  And it would be hard indeed, if so remote a Prince’s notions of virtue and vice were to be 159

offered as a standard for all mankind. 

 To confirm what I have now said, and further to show the miserable effects of a confined 
education, I shall here insert a passage which will hardly obtain belief.  In hopes to ingratiate myself 160

further into his Majesty’s favor,  I told him of an invention, discovered between three and four 161

hundred years ago, to make a certain powder, into a heap  of which, the smallest spark of fire falling, 162

would kindle  the whole in a moment, although it were as big as a mountain, and make it all fly up 163

in the air together, with a noise and agitation greater than thunder. That, a proper quantity of this 
powder rammed  into a hollow  tube of brass  or iron, according to its bigness, would drive a ball 164 165 166

of iron or lead  with such violence and speed as nothing was able to sustain its force. That the largest 167

balls thus discharged,  would not only destroy whole ranks  of an army at once, but batter  the 168 169 170

strongest walls to the ground, sink down ships with a thousand men in each, to the bottom of the sea; 
and when linked together by a chain, would cut through masts and rigging,  divide hundreds of 171

bodies in the middle, and lay all waste  before them. That we often put this powder into large hollow 172

balls of iron, and discharged them by an engine  into some city we were besieging,  which would 173 174

rip up the pavements, tear the houses to pieces, burst and throw splinters  on every side, dashing 175

out  the brains of all who came near. That I knew the ingredients very well, which were cheap and 176

 But, great allowances…in other nations - because the king knew nothing (“altogether unacquainted”) of the world outside his own kingdom 156

(“wholly secluded”), we must have sympathy for him and make a special effort to understand him

 want - lack157

 ever - always158

 exempted - free from159

 will hardly obtain belief - will be hard to believe160

 in hopes to ingratiate myself further into his Majesty’s favor - in order to make the king like me more161

 heap - a massed quantity162

 kindle - set fire to163

 rammed - pushed164

 hollow - empty165

 brass - a soft metal166

 lead - a hard metal167

 discharged - shot168

 ranks - lines of soldiers169

 batter - beat, knock170

 masts and rigging - parts of a ship that hold up the sails171

 lay all waste - destroy everything172

 engine - cannon173

 besieging - attacking174

 splinters - pieces of wood and stone175

 dashing out - smashing176
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common; I understood the manner of compounding them,  and could direct his workmen how to 177

make those tubes of a size proportionable to all other things in his Majesty’s kingdom, and the largest 
need not be above a hundred feet long; twenty or thirty of which tubes, charged with the proper 
quantity of powder and balls, would batter down the walls of the strongest town in his dominions in a 
few hours, or destroy the whole metropolis, if ever it should pretend to dispute  his absolute 178

commands. This I humbly offered to his Majesty, as a small tribute of acknowledgment  in return for 179

so many marks that I had received of his royal favor and protection.  180

 The King was struck with horror at the description I had given of those terrible engines, and 
the proposal I had made. He was amazed how so impotent and grovelling  an insect as I (these were 181

his expressions) could entertain such inhuman ideas, and in so familiar a manner as to appear wholly 
unmoved at all the scenes of blood and desolation, which I had painted as the common effects of those 
destructive machines, whereof  he said, some evil genius, enemy to mankind, must have been the 182

first contriver.  As for himself, he protested, that although few things delighted him so much as new 183

discoveries in art or in nature, yet he would rather lose half his kingdom than be privy to  such a 184

secret, which he commanded me, as  I valued any life, never to mention any more. 185

 A strange effect of narrow principles and short views! that a prince possessed of every quality 
which procures veneration, love, and esteem; of strong parts,  great wisdom and profound learning, 186

endued with  admirable talents for government, and almost adored by his subjects, should from a 187

nice unnecessary scruple, whereof in Europe we can have no conception, let slip an opportunity put into 
his hands, that would have made him absolute master of the lives, the liberties, and the fortunes of his 
people!  

 the manner of compounding them - how to mix them177

 pretend to dispute - try to challenge or oppose178

 tribute of acknowledgment - thank you179

 marks that I had received of his royal favor and protection - the many favors that he had done for me180

 grovelling - low, servile181

 whereof - of which182

 contriver - inventor183

 be privy to - know184

 as - if185

 of strong parts - with a strong character186

 endued with - with187

-   -16 Jonathan Swift



Writers' Gallery - Jonathan Swift 

WRITERS' GALLERY 

••••••••I^HH Family and education Jonathan 
Swift was born in Dublin of 

English parents. His father died before he was born and he was 
maintained by a rich relative. He was educated at Trinity College, 
Dublin, where he was an unruly and uninterested student. 

Stella In 1689 he moved to England, where he became a 
secretary to Sir William Temple, a retired statesman. Frustrated in 
his expectations of a career, he returned to Ireland and was 
ordained a priest in the Church of Ireland. Life as a modest parish 
priest did not suit him, however, so he returned to Temple's home 
as a tutor to a young girl, Esther Johnson, who was to play an 
important role in his life and whom he would later immortalise as 
'Stella' in his writings. 

In London When his patron died in 1699, Swift returned to Dublin, where he was later joined by 
Esther-Stella. During one of his frequent trips to London he met Addison and Steele (• p. D104) 
who published Swift's A Tale of a Tub. Like most writers of the period, Swift was actively involved in 
politics and initially he supported the Whigs. Disgusted, however, by their alliance with the 
Dissenters, he joined the Tories. He became a close friend of Tory leaders and was introduced to 
writers of similar political views, such as Pope (• pp. D23-27), Gay ( • p. D108) and Congreve ( • pp. 
D33-37). Together they formed the 'Scriblerus Club' to discuss topics of contemporary interest and 
collaborate on joint literary projects. 

It was during his time spent in London that he wrote a series of letters to Esther-Stella, which were 
posthumously (1768) published as the Journal to Stella. The letters, written in part in baby talk, show 
Swift's softer side and give a fascinating view of life in London at the beginning of the eighteenth 
century. While in London Swift started seeing another young lady, whom he called 'Vanessa' in the 
poem Cadenus and Vanessa. The relationship ended abruptly when 'Vanessa' demanded that he choose 
between her and Stella. The separation led to Vanessa's death 'of a broken heart' in 1723. 

Back in Ireland In 1713 Swift moved back to Ireland where, outraged by the injustices he perceived 
in England's treatment of Ireland, he used his writing skills to support Irish causes, producing some of 
his most memorable political pamphlets. The publication of A Modest Proposal for the Universal Use of 

Irish Manufacture (1720), The Drapier's Letters (1724) and his masterpiece Gulliver's Travels (1726) won 
him public acclaim. Swift's final years were spent largely alone and with serious health problems, 
which became even worse after Stella's death in 1728. He died at the age of seventy-eight and was 
buried in St Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin, by the side of his beloved Stella. 

The man and the writer Jonathan Swift was a complex, passionate individual. His biting satirical 
writing has often given rise to the idea that he was a misanthrope. However, he showed great 
concern for his fellow human beings, spending a third of his income on charities and dedicating 
much of his time and writing to the causes of the poor and the victims of injustice. 

TASK 

Jonathan Swift had a complex personality. After reading about his life, what opinion have you formed of 
the man? 
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WORKS 
Jonathan Swift was a prolific writer who is best remembered for 
three great satirical works. 

The Battle of the Books (1704) is a mock-heroic satire in which Swift imagines a real battle between 
books at the Royal Library over the controversy about ancient and modern learning. The Ancients 
are led by Homer while the Moderns are under the leadership of Milton. 

A Tale of a Tub (1704) is a satirical allegory about the three major religious groupings in eighteenth-
century Britain: Roman Catholics, Anglicans and Dissenters. The narrator tells the story of a father 
who leaves each of his three sons a coat (the Christian religion) with strict instructions that on no 
account should they alter it. Peter (St - the Roman Catholic Church), Martin (Luther - the Anglican 
Church) and Jack (Calvin - the Dissenters) gradually disobey their father by altering their coats to 
make them more fashionable. Though the book was meant to defend the Church of England, many 
passages pour a torrent of ridicule on all three opponents. 

Gulliver's Travels (1726) is generally regarded to be Jonathan Swift's masterpiece, one of the great 
literary works and perhaps the greatest satiric work of all time. Like all of his other writings, Swift 
published the Travels under a pseudonym. Several of his writings had already incurred the wrath of 
important people, and there was enough criticism of the English government and monarchy to 
bring charges of sedition. Initially Swift set out to write a satire on the vices and follies of his time, 
but as the work proceeded he widened his aim to target virtually every aspect of human experience. 
Swift's satire is pointed and pessimistic: his task is to expose absurdities, not to provide remedies. 
The book takes the form of a parody of travel literature, which at the time was very popular. It is 
divided into four books: 

In Book I Lemuel Gulliver, a surgeon on a merchant ship, tells of how he was shipwrecked and 
washed up on the island of Lilliput, where the inhabitants are only six inches tall. Despite their 
diminutive size, the Lilliputians have delusions of grandeur, and the pomp of their emperor 
(representing the British monarchy) and their war with their neighbours across the channel (the war 
between England and France) are made to look ridiculous. 
In Book II Gulliver is in Brobdingnag, a kingdom of giants. In an interview with the king about 
European civilisation, Gulliver boasts about the marvels of gunpowder and the glory of the judicial 
system. To Gulliver's surprise, the king is horrified and says that what he has heard would lead him 
to believe that mankind is ' the most pernicious Race of little odious Vermin that Nature ever 
suffered to crawl upon the surface of the Earth'. 
In Book III Gulliver visits Laputa, a flying island where the nobles literally have their heads in the 
cloud. Here the satire is directed against philosophers, men of science and historians. On Laputa 
Gulliver meets philosophers who have become so absorbed in their speculations that they are totally 
divorced from reality. 

In Book IV Gulliver travels to the land of the Houyhnhnms, rational horse-like creatures that are 
contrasted with the filthy humanlike Yahoos. The two races represent the two extremes of human 
potential: rationality and bestiality. When Gulliver returns home, he feels so alienated from his own 
species that he prefers to spend his time in the stable with the horses than with his own family. 

TASK 

Condense the text 'Swift's works' into a thirty-second talk. As you do not have much time you should 
only choose the most significant information. 
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Samuel Richardson (1689-1761) 

 Samuel Richardson was one of the chief exponents of the epistolary novel in English. An 
epistolary novel was a series of letters between the main characters, that together made up a coherent 
story. Pamela was the most successful of this type of novel in the eighteenth century and, like many 
successful books and films today, encouraged Richardson to write a sequel, Pamela II. 

 Pamela Andrews is a poor, intelligent fifteen-year-old. When her kind employer, Lady B, dies, 
she has to work for her son, Mr. B, who tries to seduce her in every possible way, but she rejects him 
indignantly. to break down Pamela’s resistance, he takes her off to his country house and imprisons her 
for forty days. He continues to put pressure on her to give in to his desires and almost rapes her twice. 
In desperation Pamela thinks of committing suicide, but she realizes that even though her master has 
treated her abominably, she quite like many things about him. Mr. B accepts that violence and 
harassment will get him nowhere, and is delighted to find that when he expresses his love for Pamela 
in gentler terms, she reveals her tender feelings towards him. She turns down his first offer of marriage 
but eventually accepts that she can trust him and agrees to become his wife. 
The novel is made up of letters, written mostly by Pamela, and her personal diary of events. 

from Pamela 

Lucifer in the Shape of my Master 

This passage is taken from Pamela’s diary. She is walking in the garden with Mr. B. 

Wednesday morning 

 (…) He presently began by squeezing my hand; an then, truly, all the way we walked, he 
would put his arm about my waist. I would have removed his arm: but he called me little fool! and 
bid  me not distrust his honour. Had he not told me, he said, that I might rely upon it?  And it 188 189

would be better for me if I did. 

 He then said abundance of kind and praiseful things,  enough to make me proud, had not his 190

designs  been so apparent, After walking about, he led me into a little alcove  in the further part of 191 192

the garden, which having a passage through it, I the less resisted;  and still the less, as he had led me 193

through once without stopping; but then stopping in it, he began to be very teazing.  He made me sit 194

on his knee; and still on my struggling against such freedom, he bid me rely on his honour, solemnly 
assuring me that I might.  But then kissing me very often, though I resisted every time, I told him, at 195

 bid - ordered188

 rely upon it - count on it189

 abundance of kind and praiseful things - a lot of compliments190

 designs - objectives, motives191

 alcove - a covered, hidden place192

 which having a passage through it, I the less resisted - I agreed to go to the alcove because I knew there was a passage through it193

 teazing - teasing, playful194

 I might - I should195

-   -17 Samuel Richardson
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last, and would have got from him,  that I would not stay with him in this place. I would not be so 196

freely used. And I wondered he should demean himself.  I told him, moreover, that he would level all 197

distance between us, and I should lose all reverence  for him; though he was the son of my ever-198

honoured lady.  199

 He held me fast  notwithstanding,  professing honour all the time with his mouth, though 200 201

his actions did not correspond. I begged and prayed that he would let me go: and had I not appeared 
quite regardless of  all he said, and resolved not to stay, if I could help it, I knew not how far he 202

would proceed: 
(…) 
 He put his arm round me, and his other hand on my neck; which made me more angry and 
bold;  and he said, ‘Who then am I?’ ‘Why,’ said I, (struggling from him, and in great passion) ‘to be 203

sure, you are Lucifer himself in the shape of my master, or you could not use me thus.’  ‘These are too 204

great liberties,’ said he, in anger; ‘and I desire, that you will not repeat them, for your own sake: for if 
you have no decency towards me, I’ll have none towards you.’ 

 I was running from him; and had got at a little distance, when he in a haughty  tone, called 205

out, ‘Come back! Pamela, come back when I bid you!’ Too well I knew, as I told you before, that every 
place was alike  dangerous to me; and that I had nobody to run to for safety: and I stopped at his 206

call; for he stopped too, as if to see if I would obey him, and perhaps to have a pretence against me if I 
did not;  or in disdain  to run after a girl as me. ‘How can I, sir,’ said I, throwing abroad  my 207 208 209

supplicating arms, ‘how can I go back, to a gentleman who has so demeaned himself to his poor 
servant girl?’ ‘Come back,’ repeated he in a more haughty tone, throwing out in a threatening manner 
one arm, and looking taller than usual, as I thought, and he is tall, and very majestic man. 

 What could I do? With unwilling feet,  and slow, I went back; and seeing him look angry, I 210

held my hands together, and wept, and said, ‘Pray sir, forgive me.’ (…) ‘I will endeavour,  sir,’ said I 211

‘always to preserve that decency towards you, that veneration of you, which is due rom me to the son 

 and would have got from him - and wanted to get away from him196

 demean himself - lower himself to my level197

 reverence - respect198

 ever-honoured lady - lady B199

 fast - tight and close200

 notwithstanding - despite what I had said201

 and had I not appeared quite regardless of - and had I not ignored202

 bold - courageous, less shy203

 use me thus - abuse me like this204

 haughty - arrogant205

 alike - equally206

 and perhaps to have a pretence against me if I did not - if I did not obey him he might use my disobedience as an excuse to punish me207

 disdain - it would be dishonorable for him to run after his servant girl208

 throwing abroad - throwing out209

 with unwilling feet - reluctantly, because I did not want to210

 endeavour - try211

-   -18 Samuel Richardson
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of that ever-honoured lady, who taught me to prefer my honesty to my life. Command from me, sir, 
that life, and I will lay it down with pleasure,  to shew  my obedience to you. But I cannot be 212 213

patient, I cannot be passive, when my virtue is in danger. For God’s sake, sir, seek not  to destroy the 214

fabric  which your good mother took so much pleasure in building up.’ 215

 He seem affected,  yet angrily said, he never saw such a fool in all his life! And walking by 216

the side of me for some yards  without saying a word, he at last went in, bidding me attend him  in 217 218

the garden after dinner.  

 command from me, sir, that life, and I will lay it down with pleasure - I do not mind dying if that is what you want212

 shew - show213

 seek not - do not try214

 fabric - my character and morals215

 affected - moved and touched emotionally216

 yards - 1 yard is 0.9144 meter217

 attend him - wait for him218

-   -19 Samuel Richardson
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WRITERS' GALLERY 

Early years Samuel Richardson 
was born into a lower middle 

class family. When he was seventeen years old he was apprenticed 
to a printer, whose daughter he married, and in 1721 he set up his 
own printing business. He was extremely hard-working and his 
business prospered and grew. On the personal front, however, he 
suffered tragedy: six of his children died in infancy and his wife 
died in 1731. Two years later he remarried and had six more 
children, four of whom survived. 

Writing career Richardson's career as a writer began at an early 
age. By the time he was thirteen he was composing letters for 
young lovers and writing prefaces and dedications for booksellers. 
He started novel-writing almost by accident at the age of fifty-one. 
He was asked to compose a guide to letter-writing on the problems 

of daily life for the poorly-educated. While writing the models he occasionally continued the same 
subject from one letter to another. One such 'series' of letters involved a father writing to his 
daughter in service on hearing that her master had tried to seduce her. The exchange of letters 
between father and daughter gave him an idea for a novel. He had heard the story of a young girl in 
service who had preserved her virtue and was rewarded by marriage, and he used this as his central 
theme. He interrupted his work on the letter-writing guide and set to work on Pamela, or Virtue 

Rewarded (1740) which he completed in just two months. The collection of model letters was 
published a year later as Letters to and for Particular Friends. 

Richardson went on to write two more novels: Clarissa ( 1747-1748) and Sir Charles Grandison 

(1753-1754) . In later life he suffered from nervous disorders which today would probably be 
identified as Parkinson's disease. He died in 1761. 

SAMUEL RICHARDSON 
(1689- 1761) 

WORKS 

a » « 

Pamela Richardson, along with Defoe ( • pp. 4 4 - 5 4 ) and 
Fielding ( • pp. 70-78), is credited with giving shape to perhaps 

the most influential literary genre of the past three centuries: the novel. Written in an epistolary 
form and as a personal journal, Pamela, or Virtue Rewarded (1740) became, by eighteenth-century 
standards, a best-seller. The epistolary form which he used in it was already popular in France but 
Richardson took it to new heights. The single-story plot, built on domestic conflict in familiar 
indoor settings, contrasted greatly with the episodic adventures in an exotic desert island setting of 
Defoe's Robinson Crusoe ( • pp. D44-54). Richardson also explored the psychological dimension of 
characters and showed a deep insight into the workings of the heart. The influential contemporary 
literary critic Dr Johnson ( • p. D104), said, 'if you were to read Richardson for the story your 
impatience would be so much fretted that you would hang yourself... but there is more knowledge 
of the human heart in one letter of Richardson's than in all of Tom Jones.' 

In 1742, Richardson published a second part to Pamela, where the heroine is displayed as a perfect 
wife and mother, who writes long letters of advice on moral, domestic and general subjects. 
Although very successful at the time, today it is considered of less importance. 

Clarissa Written again in the epistolary form, Clarissa, Richardson's second novel, tells the story of a 
well-bred young lady who, against the advice of her family, elopes with an unscrupulous man who 
holds her prisoner and rapes her. When she realises she has made a mistake, she distances herself from 
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her persecutor and dies alone in shame and grief. Clarissa, the longest novel in the English language 

(over a million words), was very well received in England and on the continent, where it was translated 

into French, Dutch and German. 

Sir Charles Grandison For his third and final 

novel, Sir Charles Grandison (published in seven 

volumes 1 7 5 3 - 1 7 5 4 ) , Richardson chose a male 

protagonist . The novel tells the story of the 

benevolent Sir Charles, who is torn between his 

love for a beautiful English woman, Harriet Byron, 

and an Italian noble lady, Clementina Porretta. Sir 

Charles is saved from his dilemma when, at the last 

minute, the Roman Catholic Clementina refuses to 

marry a Protestant heretic. Sir Charles remains loyal 

to his faith, returns to England and marries Harriet. 

Reputation Samuel Richardson was a self-educated 

tradesman who had little formal literary training, 

yet he made an impact on English literature which 

is nothing less than remarkable. His work, which in 

the nineteenth century was particularly criticised 

for excessive sentimentality and moralism, is today 

acknowledged as having been extremely influential 

in the development of the English novel. 

'He held me fast notwithstanding,  professii 
honour all the time with his mouth, thougl 
his actions did not correspond.' From Pam< 

TASK 

Choose the correct option. 
1 Samuel Richardson was 

® a p r i n t e r by trade. 
b j a publisher 

2 He suffered 

[a] from extremely poor health, 

[bj devastating personal tragedies. 

3 His first novel, Pamela, or Virtue Rewarded, is 

[a~l made up of an exchange of letters 
between father and daughter. 

about a father struggling to persuade his 
daughter to preserve her virtue. 

4 Pamela aims to 

!~a~l entertain readers with humorous situations. 
fb"l stimulate readers to meditate on the 

rewarding principles of virtue. 

5 Richardson's second novel, Clarissa, is 

1 a j a completely different novel, narrated in 
the third person. 

"b] also based on letters. 

6 Sir Charles Grandison is 

the male protagonist of Richardson's third 
epistolary novel. 

[5] the main character of a play which 
Richardson wrote in later life. 
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Laurence Sterne (1713-1768) 

 Tristram Shandy is unique in the history of English literature. In a period when the conventions 
for the novel were being laid down by writers such as Defoe, Fielding and Richardson, Laurence Sterne 
challenged those conventions. Unfinished sentences, blank pages, exuberant digressions, wordplay, 
dashes, diagrams and eccentric typography are just some of the innovative features of this remarkable 
work. The most revolutionary aspect, however, is the time structure. Sterne does not present the reader 
with a chronological order of events, but follows the thought patterns of the main characters. This 
means that ideas and stories are mixed up together in a confused way just as they are in our minds. 

 In simple terms Tristram Shandy is an autobiography in which Tristram tells the story of his life 
from infancy, through adolescence, and up to early manhood. However, most of the book is a series of 
digressions which move away from the main story into areas which range from philosophy and science 
to religion and military strategy. The reader is dragged away from the main story to such an extent that 
Tristram’s birth is only described in Volume III. Tristram goes into great detail in describing his father, 
Walter, a man of great learning who tends to get lost in convoluted philosophizing and his Uncle Toby 
who is obsessed with military fortifications. The book ends in Volume IX with yet another digression 
which leaves the reader wondering why the book should finish at that particular point. 

from Tristram Shandy 

You Shall See the Very Place 

When he was a soldier, Uncle Toby was wounded in his private parts, In this text he offers to show Mrs. 
Wadman, whom he likes, where exactly he was wounded. Corporal Trim is Uncle Toby’s servant. 

Volume IX, Chapter XX 

 — * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * 
 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * — 
 — You shall see the very place, Madam, said my uncle Toby. 
 Mrs. Wadman blush’d  — look’d towards the door — turn’d pale — blush’d slightly  again 219 220

— recover’d her natural colour — blush’d worse than ever; which for the sake of  the unlearned 221

reader I translate thus — 
 “L—d!  I cannot look at it — 222

 What would the world say if I look’d at it? 

 blush’d - became red in the face219

 slightly - a bit220

 for the sake of - in order to help221

 L—d - Lord222

-   -20 Laurence Sterne
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 I should drop down,  if I look’d at it — 223

 I wish I could look at it — 
 There can be no sin in looking at it. 
 —I will look at it.” 
Whilst  all this was running through Mrs. Wadman’s imagination, my uncle Toby had risen from the 224

sopha, and got to the other side of the parlour-door,  to give Trim an order about it in the passage — 225

 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * — I believe it is in the garret,  said my uncle Toby — I saw it there, 226

an’ please your honour, this morning, answered Trim — Then prithee,  step directly for it,  Trim, 227 228

said my uncle Toby, and bring it into the parlour. 
 The Corporal did not approve of the orders, but most chearfully obey’d them. The first was not 
an act of his will — the second was; so he put on his Montero cap,  and went as fast as his lame  229 230

knee would let him. My uncle Toby returned into the parlour, and sat himself down again upon the 
sopha. 
 — You shall lay your finger upon the place — said my uncle Toby. — I will not touch it, 
however, quoth  Mrs. Wadman to herself. 231

 This requires a second translation:— it shews  what little knowledge is got by mere words  232 233

— we must go up to the first springs.  234

 Now in order to clear up the mist which hangs upon  these three pages, I must endeavour  235 236

to be as clear as possible myself. 
 Rub your hands thrice  across your foreheads — blow your noses — cleanse your 237

emunctories  — sneeze, my good people! — God bless you — 238

 Now give me all the help you can. 

 drop down - faint223

 whilst - while224

 parlour - sitting room225

 garret - small room in the attic226

 prithee - please (archaic)227

 step directly for it - get it now228

 Montero cap - a hunter’s hat229

 lame - disabled230

 quoth - said231

 shews - shows232

 mere words - words alone233

 first springs - beginning234

 mist which hangs upon - fog that surrounds235

 endeavour - try236

 thrice - three times237

 emunctories - nasal passages238

-   -21 Laurence Sterne
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Volume IX, Chapter XXVI 

(…) 
 — And whereabouts,  dear Sir, quoth Mrs. Wadman, a little categorically, did you receive this 239

sad blow?  — In asking this question, Mrs. Wadman gave a slight glance  towards the waistband  240 241 242

of my uncle Toby’s red plush breeches,  expecting naturally, as the shortest reply to it, that my uncle 243

Toby would lay his fore-finger upon the place — It fell out otherwise  — for my uncle Toby having got 244

his wound before the gate of St Nicolas,  in one of the traverses of the trench opposite to the salient 245

angle the demibastion of St Roch; he could at any time stick a pin  upon the identical spot of ground 246

where he was standing when the stone struck him: this struck instantly upon my uncle Toby’s 
sensorium  — and with it, struck his large map of the town and citadel of Namur  and its environs, 247 248

which he had purchased and pasted down upon  a board by the Corporal’s aid,  during his long 249 250

illness — it had lain with other military lumber  in the garret ever since, and accordingly the 251

Corporal was detached to the garret in to fetch it. 
 My uncle Toby measured off thirty toises,  with Mrs. Wadman’s scissors, from the returning 252

angle before the gate of St Nicolas; and with such a virgin modesty laid her finger upon the place, that 
the goddess of Decency, if then in being — if not, ’twas her shade  — shook her head, and with a 253

finger wavering  across her eyes — forbid her to explain the mistake.  254

 whereabouts - where239

 blow - injury240

 gave a slight glance - quickly looked at241

 waistband - the top part of his trousers242

 plush breeches - good quality trousers243

 it fell out otherwise - something different happened244

 St Nicolas - a fortification245

 stick a pin - point to (using a pin)246

 sensorium - brain247

 Namur - city in Belgium where Uncle Toby fought248

 pasted down upon - stuck on249

 aid - help250

 lumber - material that has been stored away251

 toises - units of measurement252

 if not, ’twas her shade - if she was not there, it was her shadow253

 wavering - shaking254

-   -22 Laurence Sterne
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aisiia WRITERS' GALLERY 

Early years Laurence Sterne 
was born in Ireland of English 

parents. When he was eleven years old his family settled in 
Halifax, in the north of England, and he attended the local 
grammar school. In 1731 Sterne's father died, leaving the family 
penniless. With the financial help of a generous relative, Sterne 
succeeded in entering Jesus College, Cambridge, as a sizar (poor 
student) and received his degree in 1737. He then entered the 
Anglican church and became a vicar in a small parish in 
Yorkshire. 

Family life In 1741 Sterne married Elizabeth Lumley. 
However, their family life was not very happy. Despite personal 
misfortune, Sterne seemed to make the most of his situation. He 
spent his time playing the violin, reading widely, painting, 

socialising with the local gentry and courting the local ladies. He earned a reputation as a preacher 
and his sermons were eagerly awaited. 

Writing career In 1759 he began work on his novel The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, 

Gentleman. The first version of Volumes I and II was rejected, but a revised version of the material 
was published in 1760. The novel was successful despite the fact that many influential men of 
letters, including Dr Johnson (• p. D104), Richardson ( • pp. D65-69) and Goldsmith ( • pp. 38-43), 
expressed negative opinions. Sterne became a celebrity and was well received by London's 
fashionable society and invited to court. As a result of his literary success he was offered the curacy 
of Coxwold in Yorkshire, where he named his home, Shandy Hall. In 1761 he published four more 
volumes of Tristram Shandy, which again met with great success. He undertook a seven-month tour 
of France and Italy during 1765, which provided him with material for a second novel, A Sentimental 

Journey (published in 1768). After his travels he returned to London, where he fell in love with Mrs 
Eliza Draper, the young wife of an official of the East India Company, for whom he wrote a journal 
(Letters from Yorick to Eliza), which was published after his death in 1768. Soon after his burial 
Sterne's body was taken by grave robbers and used for an anatomy lecture in Cambridge. Someone 
recognised the body, and it was quietly returned to the grave. It is now buried close to Shandy Hall, 
which has become a museum. 

• S ^ ^ ^ H f f l P W R I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H Tristram Shandy Sterne's literary reputation is built mainly on 
his masterpiece The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, 

Gentleman. Written in nine volumes, it is unquestionably one of the most original works in the 
history of English literature. There is no plot in the conventional sense of the word (the reader has to 
wait until Volume III for the main protagonist to be born) and there is no clearly identifiable 
beginning, middle or end to the storyline. Essentially the book is a series of exuberant digressions on 
subjects as diverse as birth and death, joy and sorrow, wit and folly. The narrator, Tristram, 
introduces the reader to a series of memorable characters: 
• Walter, Tristram's father, whose obsession is science; 
• Uncle Toby, Walter's brother, whose passion is the recreation of military sieges; 
• Corporal Trim, who shares Toby's love for all things military; 

LAURENCE STERNE 
(1713- 1768) 
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TASK 

Prepare a brief report on the life and works of Laurence Sterne. 

The title page for an early nineteenth-century 
edition of A Sentimental Journey. 

lit m Arr.v a I.JAM . 
Puhlish'd by IS. I iufl-h<'8. Sulloll.- Strrrt. 

and mm/ /"• luiil <n ill /'".i/mvAV/., 
1ROB. 

'"><• CapiiW. IW-« 

• Parson Yorick, the argumentative yet amiable local vicar; 

• Dr Slop, the incompetent man midwife who delivers Tristam; 

• Mrs Wadman, the neighbour who wishes to marry Toby. 

Uncle Toby and Parson Yorick are generally regarded as two of the great comic characters in English 

literature. 

The cast of eccentric characters is only one example of originality in Tristram Shandy. Sterne seems to 

have set out to de l iberate ly u n d e r m i n e the rules for n o v e l wri t ing as es tab l i shed by Defoe , 

Richardson and Fielding. Indeed, his work is often referred to as an anti-novel. Other examples of 

innovation are: 

• the fragmented storyline, in which the sequence of events is deliberately disordered. Sterne 

maintained that this non-l inear approach to storytelling was more successful in capturing the 

essence of human experience; 

• a new perception of time. Influenced by Locke's Essay concerning Human Understanding, Sterne believed 

that time as measured by the clock had little relation to time as perceived by the human mind; 

• typographical innovations which included blank pages, dots, dashes, passages in foreign languages, 

chapters reduced to one line and misplaced chapters. 

Sent imental Journey Sterne's second and last novel 

Sentimental Journey through France and Italy (1768) is 

written in a similar style to Tristam Shandy. In it Sterne 

uses the character of Parson Yorick, who describes his 

journey through France (he never actually reaches 

Italy). The novel is a parody of the travel literature 

which was popular at the time and, in particular, the 

work of Tobias Smollet, who is caricatured in the book 

as Smelfungus. 

The extent of Laurence Sterne's creative genius was 

only truly appreciated after his death. His great skill 

in creating comic characters influenced a host of later 

writers, including Charles Dickens ( • Module F). His 

e x p e r i m e n t a t i o n with the n o t i o n of t ime and free 

association of ideas foreshadowed Bergson's theory of 

'la duree' and James Joyce's ( • Module G) 'stream of 

consciousness ' . He is widely regarded as one of the 

truly outstanding figures in English literature. 

C (.''"raws ^ -'/V//^, 

' v C l i E N O E s j , , : 
J»-v ^ ; 
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Thomas Gray (1716-1771) 

 Although Thomas Gray wrote many other poems, his Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard is 
the one that has caught the imagination of generations of readers. Certain lines like “The Paths of 
Glory lead but tho the Grave,” are among the best-known in the language. The poem also has a special 
place in English literature because it marks the transition from the Augustan to the early Romantic age. 

Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard 

The curfew tolls the knell of parting day,  
         The lowing herd wind slowly o'er the lea,  
The plowman homeward plods his weary way,  
         And leaves the world to darkness and to me.  

Now fades the glimm'ring landscape on the sight,  
         And all the air a solemn stillness holds,  
Save where the beetle wheels his droning flight,  
         And drowsy tinklings lull the distant folds;  

Save that from yonder ivy-mantled tow'r  
         The moping owl does to the moon complain  
Of such, as wand'ring near her secret bow'r,  
         Molest her ancient solitary reign.  

Beneath those rugged elms, that yew-tree's shade,  
         Where heaves the turf in many a mould'ring heap,  
Each in his narrow cell for ever laid,  
         The rude  forefathers of the hamlet sleep.  255

The breezy call of incense-breathing Morn,  
         The swallow twitt'ring from the straw-built shed,  
The cock's shrill clarion, or the echoing horn,   256

         No more shall rouse them from their lowly bed.  

For them no more the blazing hearth shall burn,  
         Or busy housewife ply her evening care:  
No children run to lisp their sire's return,  
         Or climb his knees the envied kiss to share.  

Oft did the harvest to their sickle yield,  
         Their furrow oft the stubborn glebe  has broke;  257

How jocund did they drive their team afield!  
         How bow'd the woods beneath their sturdy stroke!  

 rude - untaught255

 echoing horn - hunter’s horn256

 glebe - soil, turf257

-   -23 Thomas Gray
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Let not Ambition mock their useful toil,  
         Their homely joys, and destiny obscure;  
Nor Grandeur hear with a disdainful smile  
         The short and simple annals of the poor.  

The boast of heraldry,  the pomp of pow'r,  258

         And all that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave,  
Awaits alike th' inevitable hour.  
         The paths of glory lead but to the grave.  

Nor you, ye proud, impute to these the fault,  
         If Mem'ry o'er their tomb no trophies  raise,  259

Where thro' the long-drawn aisle and fretted  vault  260

         The pealing anthem swells the note of praise.  

Can storied urn  or animated  bust  261 262

         Back to its mansion call the fleeting breath?  
Can Honour's voice provoke  the silent dust,  263

         Or Flatt'ry soothe the dull cold ear of Death?  

Perhaps in this neglected spot is laid  
         Some heart once pregnant with celestial fire;  
Hands, that the rod of empire might have sway'd,  
         Or wak'd to ecstasy the living lyre.  

But Knowledge to their eyes her ample page  
         Rich with the spoils of time did ne'er unroll;  
Chill Penury repress'd their noble rage,  
         And froze the genial current of the soul.  

Full many a gem of purest ray serene,  
         The dark unfathom'd caves of ocean bear:  
Full many a flow'r is born to blush unseen,  
         And waste its sweetness on the desert air.  

 heraldry - noble birth258

 trophies - an ornamental or symbolic group of figures depicting the achievements of the deceased259

 fretted - decorated with intersecting lines in relief260

 storied urn - a funeral urn with an epitaph or pictured story inscribed on it261

 animated - lifelike262

 provoke - call forth263

-   -24 Thomas Gray
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Some village-Hampden,  that with dauntless breast  264

         The little tyrant of his fields withstood;  
Some mute inglorious Milton here may rest,  
         Some Cromwell guiltless of his country's blood.  

Th' applause of list'ning senates to command,  
         The threats of pain and ruin to despise,  
To scatter plenty o'er a smiling land,  
         And read their hist'ry in a nation's eyes,  

Their lot forbade: nor circumscrib'd alone  
         Their growing virtues, but their crimes confin'd;  
Forbade to wade through slaughter to a throne,  
         And shut the gates of mercy on mankind,  

The struggling pangs of conscious truth to hide,  
         To quench the blushes of ingenuous shame,  
Or heap the shrine of Luxury and Pride  
         With incense kindled at the Muse's flame.  

Far from the madding crowd's ignoble strife,  
         Their sober wishes never learn'd to stray;  
Along the cool sequester'd vale of life  
         They kept the noiseless tenor of their way.  

Yet ev'n these bones from insult to protect,  
         Some frail memorial still erected nigh,  
With uncouth rhymes and shapeless sculpture deck'd,  
         Implores the passing tribute of a sigh.  

Their name, their years, spelt by th' unletter'd muse,  
         The place of fame and elegy supply:  
And many a holy text around she strews,  
         That teach the rustic moralist to die.  

For who to dumb Forgetfulness a prey,  
         This pleasing anxious being e'er resign'd,  
Left the warm precincts of the cheerful day,  
         Nor cast one longing, ling'ring look behind?  

On some fond breast the parting soul relies,  
         Some pious drops the closing eye requires;  
Ev'n from the tomb the voice of Nature cries,  
         Ev'n in our ashes live their wonted fires.  

 Hampden - John Hampden (1594-1643), who, both as a private citizen and as a member of parliament, zealously defended the rights of the 264

people against the autocratic policies of Charles I.

-   -25 Thomas Gray
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For thee, who mindful of th' unhonour'd Dead  
         Dost in these lines their artless tale relate;  
If chance, by lonely contemplation led,  
         Some kindred spirit shall inquire thy fate,  

Haply some hoary-headed swain may say,  
         "Oft have we seen him at the peep of dawn  
Brushing with hasty steps the dews away  
         To meet the sun upon the upland lawn.  

"There at the foot of yonder nodding beech  
         That wreathes its old fantastic roots so high,  
His listless length at noontide would he stretch,  
         And pore upon the brook that babbles by.  

"Hard by yon wood, now smiling as in scorn,  
         Mutt'ring his wayward fancies he would rove,  
Now drooping, woeful wan, like one forlorn,  
         Or craz'd with care, or cross'd in hopeless love.  

"One morn I miss'd him on the custom'd hill,  
         Along the heath and near his fav'rite tree;  
Another came; nor yet beside the rill,  
         Nor up the lawn, nor at the wood was he;  

"The next with dirges due in sad array  
         Slow thro' the church-way path we saw him borne.  
Approach and read (for thou canst read) the lay,  
         Grav'd on the stone beneath yon aged thorn."  

The Epitaph 

Here rests his head upon the lap of Earth  
       A youth to Fortune and to Fame unknown.  
Fair Science  frown'd not on his humble birth,  265

       And Melancholy mark'd him for her own.  

Large was his bounty, and his soul sincere,  
       Heav'n did a recompense as largely send:  
He gave to Mis'ry all he had, a tear,  
       He gain'd from Heav'n ('twas all he wish'd) a friend.  

No farther seek his merits to disclose,  
       Or draw his frailties from their dread abode,  
(There they alike in trembling hope repose)  
       The bosom of his Father and his God. 

 science - learning265

-   -26 Thomas Gray
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THOMAS GRAY 
(1716- 1771) 

WRITERS' GALLERY 

T h o m a s Gray was born i 

L o n d o n to a prosperou 

middle-c lass family. Educated first at Eton, he went on t o 

Cambridge, where he became friends with Horace Walpole, th 

son of the Prime Minis ter . From 1 7 3 9 to 1 7 4 1 he travel le 

around Europe with Walpole , but whi le in I taly t h e two 

quarrelled and Gray returned home alone. That same year h ' 

father and his close friend Richard West died, and Gray return 

to live for a time with his mother in the small village of Stoke 

Poges in Buckinghamshire. While there he wrote the Sonnet o~ 

the Death of Richard West, his Ode on Adversity and the unfinished 

Hymn to Ignorance. After this period of reclusion he returned to 

Cambridge , where he graduated in Law in 1 7 4 3 and was 

reconciled with Walpole. He was then appointed Professor of 

Modern History at Cambridge, where he died in 1771. 

WORKS 
In 1750 Gray sent Walpole a manuscript of his most celebrated 

poem Elegy Written in a Conntry Churchyard. It was published in 

1751 to great acclaim, making Gray one of the most celebrated poets of the time. In his poem Gray 

describes the small village graveyard of Stoke Poges, where the poet muses about the lives of the 

villagers who lie buried there and contemplates mortality and human potential. At the end of the 

poem he considers his own death and wonders if in some way his art will grant h im a form of 

immortality. Little material was to follow his great poetic masterpiece: a small collection of six poems 

in 1753 and his two Pindaric odes, The Bard and Progress of Poesy in 1757. He then started doing 

research for a history of English poetry which he intended to write. He also travelled around Scotland 

and England recording his impressions in letters, which reveal his great interest in ancient Celtic and 

Norse poetry and his love of nature. In 1768 he published Poems, which included his imitations of 

Celtic and Norse verse, such as The Fatal Sisters and The Descent of Odin (1761), which reawakened 

interest in ancient northern European mythology. 

Reputation Gray's beautifully-written verses, which reveal a shift from neoclassical rationality to 

introspection and sentimentality, greatly influenced a new generation of poets that emerged at the 

end of the century. As a matter of fact, the gloomy melancholy and meditative quality of Elegy 

Written in a Country Churchyard were new in the neoclassical period. It struck a chord with other 

writers, who began to write in a similar style and became known as the 'Graveyard poets'. 

TASK 

Correct the following sentences. 
a. Thomas Gray was largely self-educated as he 

was born into a poor family. 
b. He never left the little village of Stoke Poges 

where he was born. 
c. His most celebrated poem is a sonnet written to 

mourn the death of his dear friend Richard West. 

d. He never achieved great popularity in his own 
lifetime. 

e. He was fascinated by Greek mythology. 
f. The themes of his masterpiece, Elegy Written in 

a Country Churchyard, are love and pain of 
separation. 


